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Affiliations:

Reporting - Recap of service, Budget Forecasts by
Store, Deficiencies by Store
Invoice Options - Web Billling, e-Billing, e-mail,
Consolidated/atched, and Budget
Our Secure Key and Code Program - Started in 1994
(insured and bonded)

Sure, we clean the hood, (we even apply complementary
shine treatment) but it’s the accumulated buildup in the
duct- work leading to the fan and roof — areas rarely viewed
and with limited (if any)  fire protection where your risk is
greatest. Many vendors simply skip maintenance in these
areas to save themselves time and money, because they
know it’s unlikely anyone will crawl inside the ceiling or flipknow it’s unlikely anyone will crawl inside the ceiling or flip
over a fan on the roof to check their work. In the event of a
fire or a system discharge we are available 24/7/365 to
get you back in business as soon as possible!

Since 1988 we’ve been working to forecast customer needs
and provide solutions. We developed proprietary technology
to assist managers and operations/facility teams at all levels
of business. Some of what we offer includes:

In 2004, we pioneered the picture programs that many
competitors have tried to duplicate. To have eyes on every
completed job in the least visible and most critical areas.
Technicians take digital images of your exhaust, that are
reviewed by their direct supervisor and our internal deficiency
manager. We print them on the back of invoices at no-charge
to our customers because your piece of mind is importantto our customers because your piece of mind is important
and confidence is invaluable. Of course, that’s not the only
way we ensure you’re getting the most comprehensive
cleaning. For every 3 crews there is a direct manager or
supervisor to oversee them! Every AVERUS team member
begins with training, hands-on and in a classroom: from our
technicians and managers, to our customer service and sales
reps. And it doesn’t end there, after initial training ourreps. And it doesn’t end there, after initial training our
comprehensive monthly training program continues to
address new products, best practices and industry changes.

Stay Fire Safe with Averus Commitment to True Performance

Customer Driven Solutions

One Provider for Your
Fire Protection Needs!

More Than Just

Hood
Cleaning

Ready to make Averus your Service
Partner? Call 800-393-8287 Today
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Professional, courteous and efficient

Flexible scheduling process to meet your specific needs

Predetermined service appointments available

Averus teams are available 24/7 for emergency response

A comprehensive quote for kitchen exhaust and fire
prevention
Detailed system review, including picture
documentation
Exhaust system cleaning cycle recommendation based
on NFPA guidelines
Identification of situations that may require corrective
action
A detailed service program customized to fit your
specific needs

Exhaust Hood Plenum

Accessible Horizontal and Vertical Ductwork

Grease Exhaust Fans

The Averus recipe for success combines three key
ingredients: state of the art cleaning equipment,
chemicals and proven techniques. This ensures that
your entire system is thoroughly cleaned top to bottom:

Upon completion, our goal is to leave the area where we
were servicing your system in the same condition we found
it and better. We will apply a complementary Shine
Treatment to stainless steel hood exteriors that are free
of any documents or other items.  We leave your filters out
of the hood in order to highlight the service area and so your
team can review the cleanliness of the plenum andteam can review the cleanliness of the plenum and
ductwork.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words Averus Provides the Most 
Comprehensive On-Site Evaluation

Count on the Red Carpet Treatment

Ready to make Averus your Service
Partner? Call 800-393-8287 Today
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